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Only in science could the discovery of something old and crusty be exciting.
And researchers are very excited about finding chunks of Earth's outer crust that are 3.8 billion years old. Most stuff that old has been folded back
into the planet and lost forever or spat back out after being melted into unrecognizable magma.
The discovery, detailed in today's issue of the journal Science, provides solid evidence that Earth had crustal plates way back then that were
banging into each other much as they do today in a process that drives earthquakes and reshapes continents. That activity, and the chemical
changes to land, sea and air that accompany it, are thought to have been crucial to the instigation of life on Earth, an event that remains utterly
mysterious in terms of timing and method.
l

New View of Early Earth: A Habitable Place

New thinking
Earth is 4.5 billion years old. For a long time, geologists thought all this activity, called plate tectonics, did not start until about 2.5 billion years ago.
They speculated that for a long time after its formation, the planet might have been a fiery hell or a total waterworld. More recently, however,
geochemical analysis of rocks had suggested there were continents and plate tectonics 4.3 billion years ago— very soon after the planet's birth.
The new study is the first to provide physical evidence of tectonics among Earth's oldest known rock structures, said study team member Hubert
Staudigel of Scripps Institution of Oceanography at UC San Diego.
“The fact that this rock structure is so well preserved is particularly lucky,”Staudigel said. “The materials were formed as seafloor along a
spreading center and accreted to a continental plate and just stuck there, surviving almost unscathed for as long as 3.8 billion years.”
The crusty old stuff was found in a rare outcrop of rock near the southwestern coast of Greenland.
How it happened
The Isua deposits, as they are called, have been studied since the 1960s. They also contain fossilized evidence of the earliest bacterial life on
Earth, also from about 3.8 billion years ago.
The rocks have two components. Some was lava that was once below the seafloor and rose to the surface as crustal plates spread apart long ago.
Embedded in that lava rock are sheets of basalt rock that got mixed in after the lava formed, the new study reveals. Even though the rocks have
physically changed over time, the scientists were able to discern their original characteristics from fine-grained crystals that were cooled by contact
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with surrounding colder rocks.
“Our work shows that some form of seafloor spreading and oceanic crust formation occurs as far back in history as geological records go,”said
Staudigel 's colleague Maarten de Wit of University of Cape Town, South Africa.
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Huge 'Ocean' Discovered Inside Earth
Giant Slab of Earth's Crust Found Near Core
Mission to Study Earth's Gaping 'Open Wound'
See the Oldest Thing on Earth
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